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KUWAIT: Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al-Babtain
Co (AABC), the authorised distributor of Infiniti
in the State of Kuwait, conducted the 2015
Infiniti National Sales Competition. 

The competition pitted the skills and
knowledge of AABC’s top three Infiniti Sales
Ambassadors focussing on various sales skills
that included product knowledge, general
automotive information, sales processes and
technology. The day’s program commenced
with a written examination, product walk-
around presentation and a question and
answer session that tested the contestants’
knowledge of Infiniti brand, products and
technology. First place was awarded to Yasser
Abed who received a total cash prize valued at
AED 3,000 presented from Nissan Gulf (NGF)
and a token of appreciation. As the champion,

he will be competing on behalf of AABC in an
attempt to win the prestigious regional con-
test trophy and a cash award up to AED 15,000
(Approximately $4,080). The regional competi-
tions will be held in the beautiful Sofitel Dubai,
the Palm Resort and Spa in early April.

The awarding ceremony was attended by a
number of guests from the regional offices
headed by Ms. Fatma Zenagui, Senior Dealer
Process, Training & CRM Manager at Nissan
Gulf and Mr. Rami Al-Salih, Assistant Sales &
Marketing Manager at Nissan Gulf.  Also pres-
ent were members of Al Babtain top manage-
ment headed by Mr. Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz
Al Babtain - Al-Babtain Group Human
Resources General Manager.

Commenting on the event,  Abdulmohsen
said “At Al-Babtain there is a deep commit-

ment to continuously enhancing the skills and
knowledge of staff with the aim of delivering
unparalleled service to our customers and
prospects.” He further added, “Such competi-
tions are a chance for the staff to showcase
their talents in a competitive environment and
prove their hard work and dedication to the
organisation and brand. 

Our objective is not only to choose the
undisputed champion, but endeavour to
improve and advance skills of all the participat-
ing members and giving them motivation.
Keeping knowledge and skills up to date
enables our staff to deliver high quality service
that meets the expectations of our customers
and safeguards the reputation of our organiza-
tion. Al-Babtain owes its success to quality cus-
tomer service and a dedicated workforce.” 
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NEW YORK: Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen
said yesterday that the Fed still envisions only a
gradual pace of interest rate increases in light of
global pressures that could affect the US econo-
my. Yellen didn’t specify a timetable for further
hikes to follow the Fed’s rate increase in
December from record lows. She said risks to the
United States appear limited but cautioned that
that assessment is subject to “considerable
uncertainty.”

Speaking to the Economic Club of New York,
Yellen said the central bank is monitoring a glob-
al economic slump, sharply lower oil prices and
stock market turbulence, which she said have
hurt some US consumers and key sectors such
as manufacturing. Singling out China - the
world’s second-largest economy, after the
United States - Yellen noted widespread uncer-
tainty over how well Beijing will manage a deli-
cate slowdown in coming years.

She said that because foreign economic
growth seems to have further weakened this
year, the Fed will “proceed cautiously” in raising
rates. In light of her comments, most economists
expect no hike at the Fed’s next policy meeting -
April 26-27 - despite remarks last week from oth-
er Fed officials that had raised the possibility of a
rate increase then. “Despite a growing chorus of
calls from even centrist-leaning officials to
resume raising policy rates, Chair Yellen stuck to
the dovish script of the March meeting state-
ment,” when the Fed expressed concerns about
the global economy and kept rates unchanged,
said Sal Guatieri, senior economist at BMO
Capital Markets. Investors welcomed Yellen’s
message that the Fed would move slowly in rais-
ing rates. Major US stock indexes turned higher
after she began her remarks, reversing an early
loss, and bond yields dipped.

Yellen noted that the US job market and
housing recovery have lifted the economy close
to full health despite the risks that remain. She
observed that the economy has benefited from
low long-term US borrowing rates. Those rates
have been held down by money flowing into US
bonds from investors, who have scaled back
their expectations for the number of Fed rate
hikes this year from four to two at most.

The Fed chair said that while stock prices
have rebounded to roughly where they were
when 2016 began, “in other respects economic
and financial conditions remain less favorable
than they did” in December, when the Fed raised
its key rate modestly after keeping it near zero
since 2008, when the financial crisis erupted.

Yellen cautioned that the Fed’s expectations
for rates remain subject to revision to reflect any

significant changes in the US or international
economic outlook.

“I anticipate that the overall fallout for the US
economy from global market developments
since the start of the year will most likely be lim-
ited, although this assessment is subject to con-
siderable uncertainty,” she said. She said she still
thought inflation will rise gradually over the next
two to three years to the Fed’s target of 2 per-
cent annual increases in prices. Inflation has
been running below this level for nearly four
years. But Yellen warned that if oil prices began
falling again, it could have “adverse spillover
effects to the rest of the global economy.”

Risk concerns
Such expressions of concern about risks,

which were sprinkled throughout her speech,
help explain why Yellen seems inclined to keep
rates unchanged in the near future.

Responding to a question after her speech,
Yellen said the Fed foresees US worker productiv-
ity, which has been historically low in recent
years, eventually rising but says that assessment
is “a source of huge uncertainty.” Productivity -
the average output produced per hour of work -
is needed to boost living standards. When the
Fed met two weeks ago, it signaled the likelihood
of just two rate increases this year - half the num-
ber that Fed officials had envisioned in

December. As a result, most economists conclud-
ed that no rate increase would likely occur before
June. But comments last week from several of the
Fed’s regional bank presidents had raised the
possibility that the central bank would decide to
raise rates in April. One of them, Dennis Lockhart
of the Fed’s Atlanta regional bank, said in a
speech that he thought the strength of the most
recent US  economic data could justify a rate
increase as early as April. The views expressed by
Lockhart, who is regarded as a centrist in his
approach to interest rates, was echoed by some
other Fed regional bank presidents.

Whatever decision the Fed does make in April
will hinge on its view of the economy’s durabili-
ty. In the past week, some reports have pro-
duced weaker-than-expected readings, includ-
ing a sharp drop in orders for long-lasting manu-
factured goods and tepid consumer spending.
Those reports have led some economists to
downgrade their forecasts for growth in the cur-
rent January-March quarter from a 2 percent
annual rate to a lackluster 1 percent.

The consumer spending report also showed
that the Fed’s preferred inflation gauge is still
signaling that inflation remains well below its
target level. For the 12 months that ended in
February, inflation rose just 1 percent. “Core”
inflation, which excludes the volatile items of
food and energy, increased 1.7 percent. — AP
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NEW YORK: Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen addresses an Economic Club of New York lunch-
eon, on Tuesday. — AFP

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait (National
Mobile Telecommunications Co KSC) has
entered into an agreement to purchase
99 percent of Internet Service Provider
FASTtelco’s shares for a total considera-
tion of KD 11 million. The transaction is
subject to the approval from the relevant
regulatory and governmental authorities.

This transaction is an important step
for both Ooredoo and FASTtelco as well
as for the industry. It shows Ooredoo’s
strong commitment to deliver best in
class services and enhance people’s lives.
It will allow both companies to offer full
scope of fixed broadband and mobile
services and open the doors to new rev-
enue opportunities. Following this trans-
action, Ooredoo and FASTtelco will con-
tinue to co-exist as separate entities in
the foreseeable future.   

Ooredoo CEO Sheikh Mohammed bin
Abdullah Al-Thani said:  “This is a major
milestone for Ooredoo showing strong

commitment to enhance people’s lives.
All stakeholders will benefit from this
complimentary transaction, especially
our business and residential customers,
who will have access to the full scope of
our advanced mobile and fixed broad-
band services. We will invest to provide
the best end-to-end customer experi-
ence across both companies and boost
both Ooredoo’s and FASTtelco’s growth
profiles.”

FASTtelco CEO Talal Jassim Al-Bahar
said: “This transaction is a testament to
the outstanding employees that we have
at FASTtelco, the strength of the business
we have created and the advanced solu-
tions and capabilities we have offered to
the market. Going forward, we see
Ooredoo as the best partner for
FASTtelco and therefore are excited
about the potential this transaction
unlocks for both companies and their
employees in the years to come.” 
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LONDON: Emerging markets may well appear
cheap again after years of attrition, but there’s
considerable trepidation about venturing back
out to the developing world until the financial
and political storms have finally lifted. Global
investors have tiptoed back into emerging
assets over the past six weeks at least partly on
hopes that the gut-wrenching New Year shake-
out may have been a final capitulation after
three years of downdrafts and disappointments.

According to the Institute for International
Finance, foreigners ploughed some $36.8 billion
back into emerging stocks and bonds in March -
the highest inflow in nearly two years and well
above monthly averages of the past four years.
And yet these are baby steps. To put it in con-
text, that portfolio pop compares with a total
net capital outflow from emerging economies
in 2015 of some $730 billion.

For the coast to clear, three clouds have to
evaporate. First is a lingering fear of higher US
interest rates and dollar appreciation that
squeezes hard-currency borrowers in emerging
economies, stresses local currencies and forces
credit to be far tighter than needed to buoy
weakening economies.

The second is China’s economic slowdown
and its slipstream effect on commodity prices
and emerging markets at large. And third is a
spike in political risks in many countries such as
Brazil, Turkey and South Africa - pressures mag-
nified by recessions and rising joblessness but
which, in turn, compound the economic
malaise and policy paralysis on the ground.
Neither of the first two global issues have been
resolved. The world markets fillip of the past
month has been rooted in the US Federal
Reserve’s hesitation in adding to December’s
first interest rate rise in almost a decade and the
resultant dollar recoil. But rekindled Fed hawk-
ishness as the quarter ends puts a potential
relapse on the dashboard - particularly if the
rebound in emerging assets is little more than a
re-balancing of portfolios from extreme aver-
sion and if you believe that cycles of dollar
appreciation historically last far longer than this.

JPMorgan strategists remain optimistic
about emerging markets outperforming over
the next three months - not least because funds
are starved of income in developed economies.
But they acknowledge that there’s no outright
improvement in the economic picture and that
price moves are built solely on re-positioning.

“Given the almost five years of emerging
markets equity and FX underperformance - and
recent conversations with investors - it could
take at least a few months before the average
investor is again neutral,” they told clients.

STAYING WELL AWAY
So the move may have some legs, but it’s

highly vulnerable if the global climate turns

inclement again. For a start, JPMorgan’s rosier
view hinges somewhat on the fading of ‘China
tail risk’ involving messy yuan devaluation.

And while Beijing has been forceful on the
issue, few investors can muster much convic-
tion about China’s markets. Christophe Donay,
head of asset allocation at Swiss firm Pictet’s
Wealth Management unit, said that China may
hold the line for now but that there was a high
risk over the next three years of a ‘Minsky
moment’ - a sudden collapse of asset prices due
to credit and currency pressure named after
economist Hyman Minsky.

“We are staying well away from emerging
market assets because of that and hold very
limited EM exposure,” he said. With such skepti-
cism about the international environment, the
return to markets riven by a host of disparate
but highly disruptive domestic political risks
seems brave at least. Mired in a deep recession,
Brazil’s political strife has yet to reach a crescen-
do. Dilma Rousseff is struggling to save her
presidency and fighting an impeachment
process amid a widening graft investigation
into state oil firm Petrobras.

While markets have rallied on the prospect
of a new government, it could still take several
more weeks or even months for a clear out-
come. Turkey’s economy and government too
are under strain given the war in neighbouring
Syria, the resultant refugee crisis, internal con-
flict with Kurdish separatists, a clampdown on
local media and a diplomatic showdown with
Russia. The struggling South African economy
and its buckling infrastructure are compounded
by pressure on President Jacob Zuma, his
finance minister Pravin Gordhan and the ruling
African National Congress amid a variety of
accusations and probes about undue political
interference and graft.

More authoritarian governments in China
and Russia may seem less vulnerable than their
democratic counterparts, but slowdown and
recession heighten the political risks there, too.
An oil hit and foreign sanctions continue to
hamper oversees refinancing by Moscow and
its major companies.

While the picture in Brazil may mask a
brighter hue in Mexico or the slowdown in
China hide the resilience in India, a still sizeable
slice of the emerging universe remains in
foment. China, Brazil, Russia, South Africa and
Turkey together make up more than 42 percent
of the market capitalization of MSCI’s bench-
mark emerging market equities index.

Asset manager Blackrock’s sovereign risk
indices measuring the likelihood of defaults
across the world contain a political risk sub-set
called ‘willingness to pay’. This remained the
biggest negative for the countries recording the
biggest overall index declines in 2015 - Brazil,
Russia, Peru and Colombia. —Reuters

FRANKFURT: German retail giant Metro said
yesterday it will spin off its businesses into two
separately listed units, sending its shares sharply
higher. “The management board of Metro is
preparing the creation of two independent and
sector-focused companies through a demerger
of the group,” Metro said in a statement. 

Metro shares were the strongest performer
on the mid-cap MDAX index of the Frankfurt
stock exchange yesterday, shooting up 7.73 per-
cent to 26.47 euros in a generally firmer market.

A wholesale and food specialist group would
be created comprising the group’s Metro, Makro
and Real brands, as well as a consumer electron-
ics products and services group centred around
its Media and Saturn retail chains. 

Since there is little operational overlap
between the two businesses and limited synergy
effects, management felt “very strongly that a
split into two independent and focused busi-
nesses would be in the best interest of all stake-
holders, as it would facilitate a significant oppor-
tunity for faster and more profitable growth,”
said supervisory board chief Juergen
Steinemann. 

“Both entities would become individually
stock-listed, with their own distinct profile, man-
agement and supervisory boards,” Metro said.

The aim would be to give each of the compa-
nies and their respective management full con-
trol over their corporate strategies. “This will fur-
ther increase customer focus, accelerate growth
of the businesses, simplify structures and
improve time-to-market and operational excel-

lence,” it argued. Moreover, both entities would
be able to independently pursue acquisition and
partnership strategies, enabling them to define
their own expansion strategies.

Metro said its management and supervisory
boards “will make a decision on the contemplat-
ed demerger of Metro group after a period of
intensive consultation and review.”

Should the boards and shareholders be in
favour, “implementation of the demerger is
aimed for mid-2017,” Metro said. “Over the past
years, we have successfully revitalized our core
businesses while significantly strengthening our
group balance sheet,” said chief executive Olaf
Koch. “Both our wholesale and food specialist
business as well as our consumer electronics
business have continued to commercially
improve, are on a steady successful path and are
best-equipped for an independent future,” Koch
said. “Our shareholders would effectively own
two well positioned market leaders, both of
whom are increasingly focusing on their respec-
tive business areas and are generating more val-
ue for customers, employees and business part-
ners.” — AFP
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DUESSELDORF: CEO of Metro Group, Olaf
Koch,  speaks in Duesseldor f,  Germany
yesterday. — AP


